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Property Tax Incentives for Business  
After the Great Recession 
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Research Overview 
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• This report is based on an extensive review of 
state and local property tax incentives across 
the United States 


• Our findings rely on data from the Lincoln 
Institute’s Significant Features of the Property 
Tax online database, various state sources, 
and a large body of academic research 







Sources: Wassmer 2009; U.S. PIRG Education Fund 2011;  
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 1991 


Property Tax Incentives Allowed  
in a Growing Number of States 
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Property Tax Incentives are Costly 
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• Comprehensive data are not available on the 
cost of state and local property tax incentives.  


• Our report estimates state and local 
governments forgo $5 to $10 billion per year 
in tax revenue as a result of these incentives 
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Do tax incentives tip  
firm location decisions? 


Yes No 


• Firm would have located 
elsewhere without tax breaks 


• Create jobs; Boost incomes 


• Some property tax revenue is 
better than none 


• Firm would have chosen 
same location without tax 
breaks 


• Incentives deplete tax base 
without promoting economic 
development 


“The best case is that incentives work about 10% of the time and are 
simply a waste of money the other 90%.” – Peters and Fisher (2004) 
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When Not to Approve Incentive Requests 
• The most important question policymakers 


should ask is whether tax incentives will tip a 
given firm’s location decision 


• This likelihood depends on whether taxes are a 
large share of business costs, but businesses have 
a motive to exaggerate the importance of 
incentives 


• Policymakers should use caution in approving 
incentives and should not assume all growth 
associated with a facility is a result of incentives 
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Case Study: Providence and 38 Studios 
• Curt Schilling relocated his 


video game company, 38 
Studios, to Providence, 
Rhode Island after  
Massachusetts declined to 
match a $75 million 
incentive package 


 • Following the company’s high profile collapse,  
Rhode Island taxpayers were left on the hook for about 
$100 million in bonds and interest 
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Target Use of Tax Incentives 


• Research shows proliferation of tax incentives reduces 
their effectiveness 


• If incentives are widely available, tax breaks in one 
community will largely offset tax breaks in a 
competing community 
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• Businesses in the Enterprise Zone are eligible for a 
10-year, 30-80 percent property tax credit 


• In June 2012 the City of Baltimore cut over 8,000 
acres from the city’s enterprise zone, reducing its 
land area by over 36 percent 


• The city removed flourishing waterfront areas and 
included more of the central city 


 


Case Study: Baltimore 
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Case Study:  
Baltimore 


• In response to an appeal 
from developers from one 
of the eliminated areas, the 
city has added back Harbor 
Point pending state 
approval 


 


Harbor Point 
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Case Study: Illinois 
• Within eight years of authorizing TIF in 1977, Illinois 


had 27 TIF districts. Over the next 17 years that 
number grew to 782 districts 


• In Chicago in 2012 TIF districts comprised a third of 
the city 


• A task force appointed by the mayor recommended 
major reforms and some districts have been 
eliminated 
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Avoid Destructive Incentive Wars 


• Inter-local competition can leave a metropolitan area 
worse off as a whole if communities use property tax 
incentives to compete against each other for facilities 


• Incentive wars often shift jobs within a metro area 
rather than creating new jobs and real economic 
growth 


• Tax incentive competition can lead to a reduction in 
the tax base with no corresponding economic benefit 
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Case Study: Kansas City Metro Area 


• Kansas and Missouri have spent over $750 million in 
the past five years on state incentives to compete for 
business in the Kansas City metro area 


 


• Local and state officials have refused to end the 
“border war” despite calls to do so from businesses in 
both states 
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Kansas City  
Metro Area 


 


• Applebee’s headquarters 
facility has moved 3x 
within 20 mile radius 
since 1993, each time 
taking advantage of 
economic development 
incentives (1) Kansas City, Missouri 


(2) Overland Park, Kansas (Moved in 1993) 
(3) Lenexa, Kansas (Moved in 2005) 
(4) Kansas City, Missouri (Moved in 2011) 







Cooperate Rather Than Compete 


• The economic benefits of a new firm in one 
community accrue to the entire area since the firm is 
likely to hire workers from throughout the region and 
contract with firms in neighboring communities 


• Instead of competing, municipalities should 
collaborate in their attempts to spur economic 
development in a metro area 
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Case Study: Denver Metro Area 


• 70 cities, towns, and economic development 
organizations in the Denver Metro area belong to a 
the Metro Denver Economic Development 
Corporation and voluntarily agree to promote the 
region first and individual communities second, and 
to never solicit another member’s prospects 
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• A recent case involving the 
National Western Stock Show 
and Rodeo illustrated the 
effectiveness of the 
agreement: The City of Aurora 
voluntarily dropped its bid for 
the business after the City of 
Denver, which hosted the 
business for over 100 years, 
objected to the relocation 
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Case Study: Denver Metro Area 
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Evaluate Effectiveness of Tax Incentives 
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• It is important that states evaluate the effectiveness 
of business tax incentive programs to make sure they 
do not continue wasteful or ineffective programs 


• A 2012 report by the Pew Center on the States found 
only 16 states evaluate all major tax incentives and 
only four states use evaluations to inform policy 
decisions 


 







Case Study: Connecticut 


• In 2010, Connecticut passed a law requiring periodic 
fiscal assessments of tax credits and abatements  


• A resulting report recommended eliminating the 
Enterprise Zone property tax abatement, finding the 
costs of the program exceeded its benefits 
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Reduction 
in State 


Revenues 


Increase in 
Economic 


Activity 


• The Pew Center on the States 
ranked Connecticut as “leading the 
way” among states for its regular, 
thorough evaluations of incentives 


 







Recommendations 


• Avoid rubber stamping tax incentive requests 


• Target use of tax incentives  


• Avoid destructive incentive wars 


• Cooperate rather than compete 


• Evaluate effectiveness of tax incentives 
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Big City Planning Directors 
 Discuss Job Creation 


 


Joseph Horwedel 
City of San Jose 







APA Divisions 


20 divisions established to advance the 


planning practice. 


 


They give members opportunities to 


discuss ides, contribute to national policy 


work, build partnerships and develop 


conference sessions. 


  


$25 per year per division. 







City Planning and Management 


Division 


Mission to “advance the practice of 
city planning and management in the 
large-city setting."  


• a focus upon planning agency 


management,  


• an orientation toward big cities, and  


• an emphasis upon the practical over the 


theoretical. 


Supports the New Director Institute each year. 







•10th largest US City 


•3rd largest CA City 


•Almost 1 million people 


•180 square miles 







San Jose's Economy Context 


 Strong diverse local 


economy. 


 Desirable location. 


 General city practice 


not to offer 


incentives. 


 Redevelopment 


Agency offered 


incentives. 


 







Improving our Economic Fortunes 


  


 Goal to build new office 
buildings in tech hub. 


  Activity occurring to the 
north of San Jose. 


  Concern economy 
would crash before 
arriving in San Jose. 


 







This spectacular view courtesy of  


Tax Increment 







Old World 


City Organization 


Focused on General 
Fund Revenues. 


Concerned about 
housing and jobs 
balance. 


Responsible for 200 
square miles of city. 


Redevelopment Agency 


Focused on Tax 
increment formation. 


Focused on Downtown. 


Closing deals. 


Money solves problems. 







New World 


City Organization 


Focused on General 
Fund Revenues and 
paying off debt. 


Concerned about jobs. 


Responsible for 200 
square miles of city. 


Redevelopment Agency 


Gone. 
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Role of Planners in Economic 


Development: San Jose 
 Envision San Jose 2040 General Plan 


 Fiscal health of City foundation of new plan 


 Jobs first strategy 


 San Jose Green Vision 


 Create 25,000 new green jobs 


 Build or Retrofit 50 million square feet of green 


buildings  


 Economic Development Strategy 


 Grow employment 


 Move at the Speed of Business 


 







Setting the Table for Jobs 


 


Set clear goals for community 


Eliminate barriers to what you want 


Let people know what you want 


Build tools for what you want 
 


 


 


 







Envision San Jose 2040 
Jobs, Jobs, Jobs 















Communicate what you want 


Get out of the office and 
talk to people. 


Meet with brokers, land 
owners, developers. 


Spend time with the ones 
that could hold you back. 


 


Their money builds your 
plans. 







Eliminate Barriers 


Review your zoning 
code 


Permit processes 


Permitted uses 


Parking requirements 


Setbacks 


 







Special Tenant Program 


Industrial Tool Program 


6 months 2012 


 


1.7 million square 


feet approved 


 


Construction 


valuation of $65.4 


million. 


3 months 2013 


 


.45 million square 


feet approved 


 


Construction 


valuation of $24.7 


million. 


Goal is to walk into plan review meeting and walk out with a permit. 


• Our staff and project design team review plans and resolve issues.   


• Decision makers are required in the room.  







Tech Companies Served by Expedited Permit Process in 2012 







Improving Our Economic Competiveness 


Encourage job growth in North San Jose 


Offset loss of Redevelopment Agency tools 


Maintain Area Development Policy Design 


• Lower traffic impact fee for office  $13 to $5 sq. ft. 


• Lower construction related taxes 4.5% to 1% 


• Set and deliver schedule for key projects 


 











Closed the deal for 


Samsung new 


headquarters 


breaking ground this 


year. 



















Planners in Economic Development 


Everyone’s job is economic development 


Plan for economic development 


Beat the bushes 


Put skin in the game appropriately 


Make the process the solution 


Look for partnerships 


Try a crazy idea 
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